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Abstract

Magnetosheath jets are localized high-dynamic pressure pulses originating at Earth’s bow shock and propagating earthward

through the magnetosheath. Jets can influence magnetospheric dynamics upon impacting the magnetopause; however a signif-

icant fraction dissipate before reaching it. In this study we present a database of 13,096 jets observed by the Time History of

Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft from 2008–2018, spanning a solar cycle. Each jet

is associated with upstream solar wind conditions from OMNI. We statistically examine how solar wind conditions control the

likelihood of jets forming at the shock, and the conditions favorable for jets to propagate through the magnetosheath and reach

the magnetopause. We see that, for each solar wind quantity, these two effects are separate, but when combined, we find that

jets are nearly 12 times more likely to reach and potentially impact the magnetopause when the interplanetary magnetic field

(IMF) is at a low cone angle, and approximately 5 times more likely during fast solar wind. Low IMF magnitude, high Alfvén

Mach number, and low density approximately double the number of jets at the magnetopause, while plasma beta and dynamic

pressure display no net effect. Due to the strong dependence on wind speed, we infer that jet impact rates may be solar cycle

dependent as well as vary during solar wind transients. This is an important step towards forecasting the space weather effects

of magnetosheath jets, as it allows for predictions of jet impact rates based on measurements of the upstream solar wind.
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Key Points:8

• THEMIS data from 2008–2018 are used to constrain conditions for jet formation9

and propagation to the magnetopause10

• Jets reach the magnetopause 12x more often during low IMF cone angles and 5x11

more often during high solar wind speeds12

• Low IMF magnitude, high Alfvén Mach no., and low density double expected im-13

pacts while dynamic pressure and plasma beta have no net effect14
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Abstract15

Magnetosheath jets are localized high-dynamic pressure pulses originating at Earth’s16

bow shock and propagating earthward through the magnetosheath. Jets can influence17

magnetospheric dynamics upon impacting the magnetopause; however a significant frac-18

tion dissipate before reaching it. In this study we present a database of 13,096 jets ob-19

served by the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS)20

spacecraft from 2008–2018, spanning a solar cycle. Each jet is associated with upstream21

solar wind conditions from OMNI. We statistically examine how solar wind conditions22

control the likelihood of jets forming at the shock, and the conditions favorable for jets23

to propagate through the magnetosheath and reach the magnetopause. We see that, for24

each solar wind quantity, these two effects are separate, but when combined, we find that25

jets are nearly 12 times more likely to reach and potentially impact the magnetopause26

when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is at a low cone angle, and approximately27

5 times more likely during fast solar wind. Low IMF magnitude, high Alfvén Mach num-28

ber, and low density approximately double the number of jets at the magnetopause, while29

plasma beta and dynamic pressure display no net effect. Due to the strong dependence30

on wind speed, we infer that jet impact rates may be solar cycle dependent as well as31

vary during solar wind transients. This is an important step towards forecasting the space32

weather effects of magnetosheath jets, as it allows for predictions of jet impact rates based33

on measurements of the upstream solar wind.34

Plain Language Summary35

When the solar wind, a constant flow of plasma from the Sun, meets Earth’s mag-36

netic field, a shock wave forms in space. Like a rock in a stream, the plasma is diverted37

around the obstacle and a dense, turbulent layer — the magnetosheath — forms in front38

of it. We study instances of fast plasma jets bursting through the shock and traveling39

towards Earth. However, it appears that only a small proportion of jets hit the edge of40

our magnetic field — the magnetopause. To forecast their effects, we therefore need to41

know when jets will make it through. We use a database of 13,096 jets observed by space-42

craft in the magnetosheath, alongside measurements of the solar wind, to determine when43

jets are most likely to hit the magnetopause. We find the highest probability is when the44

solar wind magnetic field is aligned with its flow direction and when it has a higher speed.45

We hope that, with this information, we may eventually be able to forecast space weather46

effects of jets based solely on measurements of the upstream solar wind.47

1 Introduction48

Magnetosheath jets, also referred to as ‘high-speed jets’ (HSJs; Plaschke et al., 2013),49

‘dynamic pressure enhancements’ (Archer & Horbury, 2013), or ‘plasmoids’ (Karlsson50

et al., 2015) (hereafter referred to simply as ‘jets’), are localized high-dynamic pressure51

pulses observed in the magnetosheath (see Plaschke et al., 2018, and references therein52

for a comprehensive review). Jets are seen approximately 9 times more often downstream53

of the quasi-parallel shock, that is, where the angle between the interplanetary magnetic54

field (IMF) and the local shock normal is less than 45◦, than the quasi-perpendicular shock55

(Archer & Horbury, 2013; Plaschke et al., 2013; Vuorinen et al., 2019). Recently, Raptis56

et al. (2020) studied the differences between jets found downstream of the quasi-parallel57

shock versus those arising at the quasi-perpendicular shock, finding that they display dif-58

ferent properties, with quasi-perpendicular jets being generally weaker in terms of ve-59

locity, density, and duration. This is in line with suggestions of differing formation pro-60

cesses. One theory is that jets originate from the non-uniform processing of solar wind61

plasma through ripples in the bow shock surface and propagate earthward (Hietala et62

al., 2009, 2012). Ripples are generally thought to be the result of foreshock structures63

impacting the shock (e.g, Schwartz & Burgess, 1991), hence this is a prominent mech-64
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anism at the quasi-parallel shock. In addition, there is evidence to suggest that some jets65

may form from the interaction of foreshock short large-amplitude magnetic structures66

(SLAMS) with bow shock ripples (Karlsson et al., 2015; Palmroth et al., 2018; Raptis67

et al., 2020). Several other formation mechanisms have been proposed, some of which68

may explain jets observed downstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock, such as rota-69

tional discontinuities in the IMF (Archer et al., 2012; Dmitriev & Suvorova, 2012).70

As they propagate into the magnetosheath, generally at higher velocities than their71

surroundings, magnetosheath jets can disturb the local plasma environment by driving72

bow waves and secondary particle accelerating shocks ahead of them (e.g., Liu et al., 2020).73

If jets go on to hit the magnetopause they may produce magnetospheric effects. As their74

dynamic pressure is enhanced with respect to the surrounding magnetosheath, they can75

indent and rebound from the magnetopause surface (Amata et al., 2011; Dmitriev & Su-76

vorova, 2015; Shue et al., 2009), launch propagating waves (Plaschke et al., 2009; Archer77

et al., 2014), or create surface eigenmodes, as was theorized by Plaschke et al. (2009) and78

recently observed by Archer et al. (2019). In addition, the increased dynamic pressure79

they present can compress the magnetopause current sheet, stimulating magnetic recon-80

nection. This was observed by Hietala et al. (2018) who reported in situ observations81

of reconnection triggered by a jet impact. They saw that, despite favorable conditions82

in terms of magnetic field alignment and β-shear (see, e.g., Swisdak et al., 2010), recon-83

nection was prevented by the magnetopause layer being too thick. However, following84

a jet impact, this layer was sufficiently compressed that reconnection onset was observed.85

In another case study, Nykyri et al. (2019) inferred that a substorm was triggered by a86

jet bringing southward BZ to the magnetopause during a period of northward IMF. A87

number of other potential interactions have been studied. For example, Dmitriev and88

Suvorova (2015) suggested that jets may stimulate impulsive penetration of magnetosheath89

plasma into the magnetosphere, while Wang et al. (2018) observed that jet impacts may90

be linked to auroral brightenings.91

The aforementioned effects involve the interaction of jets with the magnetopause.92

Jets are believed to impinge upon the magnetopause very often: Large scale magnetosheath93

jets, with a cross-sectional diameter of 2 RE or greater, have been estimated to impact94

the magnetopause several times per hour, with smaller jets potentially impacting hun-95

dreds or thousands of times per hour (Plaschke et al., 2016; Plaschke, Hietala, & Vörös,96

2020). Therefore, in order to eventually forecast magnetospheric effects arising from jets,97

we must first establish when jets are most likely to impact the magnetopause. In their98

statistical study, Plaschke et al. (2013) determined that jets are most commonly observed99

near and shortly downstream of the bow shock, with the probability of observation falling100

dramatically close to the magnetopause, suggesting that they are often dissipated, braked,101

or broken up during propagation. This idea has been supported by simulations such as102

those by Karimabadi et al. (2014) and Omidi et al. (2016) where jets have been seen to103

face instabilities and turbulence during their propagation. In addition, a recent study104

by Palmroth et al. (2021) combined jet observations from the Magnetospheric Multiscale105

spacecraft (MMS; Burch et al., 2016) with global hybrid-Vlasov simulations to exam-106

ine how jet properties evolve as they propagate. They found that the jet’s density, dy-107

namic pressure, and magnetic field magnitude all fall from the bow shock to the mag-108

netopause, while temperature rises, making near-magnetopause jets more akin to the sur-109

rounding plasma.110

Despite their potential magnetospheric effects, there has been relatively little work111

to date on understanding what controls jet propagation, particularly with respect to the112

upstream solar wind and forecasting. One suggestion was made by Goncharov et al. (2020),113

by simple comparison of observed jet distances from a model bow shock, that jets prop-114

agate deeper into the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock than down-115

stream of the quasi-perpendicular shock. In the subsolar region of the magnetosheath116

this corresponds to low cone angle solar wind, which is now also a well-established fa-117
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vorable condition for jet formation, with minor dependencies on solar wind speed, den-118

sity, and IMF stability noted by Plaschke et al. (2013) and Archer and Horbury (2013).119

The focus of the present work is, therefore, on determining what upstream solar120

wind conditions are most favorable for large numbers of jets to reach and impact the mag-121

netopause, with a view to informing future forecasting regimes. We further break this122

problem down into two components: probability of jet formation at the bow shock, and123

probability of unimpeded propagation to the magnetopause. We consider these two pro-124

cesses separately, as it is not immediately obvious whether, for a given solar wind quan-125

tity, they would reinforce or counteract each other. When combined, the net effect paints126

a picture of how different solar wind conditions affect the overall rate of jets reaching the127

magnetopause. Using a large data set of jets observed over 11 years, with a variety of128

corresponding upstream solar wind conditions, we statistically determine the most fa-129

vorable conditions to be those associated with the fast solar wind, with low IMF cone130

angle and high solar wind speed being the most strongly controlling properties. We see131

weak dependencies on IMF magnitude, Alfvén Mach number, and density, while plasma132

beta and solar wind dynamic pressure have no net effect.133

In the next section we introduce the data set used in this study and describe our134

analysis techniques. In Section 3 we present the results of our analyses on jet formation135

and propagation, with their combined significance discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Sec-136

tion 5 we summarize our findings and make suggestions for future work.137

2 Data and Methods138

2.1 Data Set139

In this study we make use of a database of 13,096 jet observations made by the five140

Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms spacecraft (THEMIS;141

Angelopoulos, 2008) from 2008 to 2018 (inclusive) (data are available from Plaschke, Hi-142

etala, & Angelopoulos, 2020; Plaschke, Hietala, & LaMoury, 2020). Jets are selected from143

over 31 million (8713.5 hours) magnetosheath measurements. The full data set is pre-144

sented here for the first time, though it should also be noted that it contains the 2,859145

jets first presented by Plaschke et al. (2013), and was compiled using the same methods146

as that study. We give some comparative statistics for each data set in Table 1. For a147

full description of the algorithmic detection we therefore refer the reader to Plaschke et148

al. (2013), but here we shall summarize the key points relevant to this work. Intervals149

where a THEMIS probe was determined to be in the subsolar (within a 30◦ cone with150

Earth at the tip, symmetrical about the Sun-Earth line) magnetosheath for at least two151

continuous minutes are initially selected via density and radial distance criteria. THEMIS152

data are interpolated such that all measurements share a common one second cadence.153

Each measurement in the magnetosheath is then associated with upstream solar wind154

conditions taken from the OMNI database (King & Papitashvili, 2005), averaged for the155

preceding five minutes. From these intervals, jets are identified as instances where the156

maximum XGSE-directed dynamic pressure measured in the magnetosheath exceeds half157

that of the pristine solar wind. We use this criterion as it is most relevant for forecast-158

ing magnetopause impacts. Leading and trailing edges of each jet are defined as the clos-159

est points either side of the maximum where dynamic pressure drops below a quarter160

of the solar wind value. Note, however, that the analysis presented in this study consid-161

ers only the solar wind conditions associated with the point of maximum dynamic pres-162

sure within each jet.163

We extend the database of Plaschke et al. (2013) for several reasons. The aim of164

this study is to make a step towards understanding and forecasting the space weather165

effects of jets. Naturally, space weather studies are generally concerned with extreme events,166

with many effects showing some kind of solar cycle dependence. It is therefore crucial167
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Table 1. Comparison of key statistics between data sets.

Property 2008–2011 2012–2018 2008–2018

Number of jets 2,859 10,237 13,096
Magnetosheath data (hours) 2,736.9 6,212.5 8,949.4

Magnetosheath data outside model boundaries 13 % 12 % 12 %
Jets outside model boundaries 202 (7 %) 375 (4 %) 577 (4 %)

Jets F < 0.25 (near MP) 678 1,256 1,924
Jets F > 0.75 (near BS) 313 1,426 1,739

Note. Data from 2008–2011 were first introduced by Plaschke et al. (2013), while those
from 2012–2018 are presented here for the first time. This study makes use of both data
sets combined (last column). F is the fractional distance through the model magne-
tosheath, as described in the text.

to obtain a data set spanning a whole solar cycle, extending the four years around so-168

lar minimum covered by Plaschke et al. (2013). For example, from 2008 to 2011, only169

12 % (328 hours) of magnetosheath data corresponded to upstream solar wind speeds170

of above 500 km s-1 with a maximum observed speed of 736 km s-1, compared to 23 % (1433171

hours) and a maximum of 846 km s-1 in the 2012–2018 data set, which contains the so-172

lar maximum.173

The variable dynamic pressure of the solar wind causes the magnetopause and bow174

shock positions to fluctuate, altering the thickness of the magnetosheath layer. There-175

fore, in order to meaningfully compare factors affecting jet propagation through the mag-176

netosheath, we place each observation on a normalized relative distance scale. This is177

calculated by178

F =
R−RMP

RBS −RMP
, (1)

where R is the radial distance of the spacecraft from Earth, RMP the radial distance to179

a model magnetopause, and RBS the radial distance to a model bow shock, such that180

F = 1 at the bow shock and 0 at the magnetopause (Archer & Horbury, 2013). The mod-181

els used for the magnetopause and bow shock are those by Shue et al. (1998) and Merka182

et al. (2005) respectively, and solar wind conditions from OMNI are used as model in-183

puts.184

Figure 1 shows the distribution of jet observation positions within this one-dimensional185

model magnetosheath. Figure 1a shows the 2,859 jets presented by Plaschke et al. (2013),186

Figure 1b shows the new data set containing 10,237 jets measured by THEMIS from 2012187

to 2018 (inclusive), while Figure 1c shows these two data sets combined. In each, the blue188

histogram shows the locations of jet measurements within the model magnetosheath, which189

is generally seen to peak in the middle, around F = 0.5. The red histograms give the190

equivalent location of all the magnetosheath intervals from which the jets were selected,191

peaking nearer F = 0, indicating that the THEMIS probes were generally close to the192

magnetopause in this time period. This would, naturally, increase the number of jets ob-193

served near the magnetopause, and decrease the number observed near the bow shock,194

skewing potential conclusions. To account for this bias, we divide the jet distributions195

(blue) by the magnetosheath distributions (red) and re-normalize, thus removing the or-196

bital effects. The resulting distributions are shown in black and are expressed in units197

of jets observed per hour spent in the magnetosheath, per bin. Error bars are estimated198

using the Clopper-Pearson method to calculate a 95 % binomial confidence interval, and199

therefore are larger when there are fewer data in a given bin (e.g., Brown et al., 2001).200

It is important to note that this normalization technique is used throughout the rest of201

this study, such that we deal with ‘true’ distributions, free of biases arising from non-202
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Figure 1. Distributions of observation locations through model magnetosheath. Jet observa-

tions are shown in blue and the magnetosheath reference distribution in red. Both are normalized

for ease of comparison. The black histograms give the unbiased probability distributions account-

ing for orbital effects, expressed in units of jets observed per hour spent in the magnetosheath. a)

THEMIS measurements from 2008–2011, as presented by Plaschke et al. (2013); b) new data set

from 2012–2018; c) both data sets combined.
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uniform sampling of the parameter space. Figure 1 therefore implies that jets are most203

likely to be observed downstream of the bow shock, with the probability of observation204

dropping towards the magnetopause. This is consistent with the idea that they are formed205

from the interaction of solar wind with bow shock ripples (Hietala et al., 2009, 2012).206

As we are concerned with understanding what allows jets to propagate from the bow shock207

to the magnetopause, we require a sufficient number of jet observations near these bound-208

aries. Herein, we therefore make use of the combined data set as whole, making no dis-209

tinction between the older and newer data.210

There is some amount of uncertainty regarding a jet’s exact location with respect211

to the boundaries. As shown in Table 1, 4 % of jet observations and 12 % of magnetosheath212

intervals fall outside of our model boundaries despite the fact that the selection crite-213

ria are such that all data are believed to be truly from the magnetosheath. Though com-214

monly used, the empirical models may have limitations. For example, Suvorova et al.215

(2010) suggested that, under prolonged periods of quasi-radial IMF, the true magnetopause216

position may lie significantly further out than what is predicted by the Shue et al. (1998)217

model. To account for these uncertainties, we will keep our bin size coarse (one quar-218

ter of the model magnetosheath thickness). The models are driven by data from OMNI,219

which naturally contain some uncertainty as they are algorithmically propagated to the220

bow shock from measurements at L1, meaning they do not necessarily represent the true221

solar wind conditions at the shock surface at the time of formation. We do not consider222

this to be a significant issue, however, as any forecasting regime developed from our re-223

sults would likely encounter the same limitations.224

2.2 Investigating Solar Wind Control of Jet Formation and Propaga-225

tion226

To understand what affects the probability of jet formation, we use the database227

to produce probability distributions showing the likelihood of observing a jet near the228

bow shock as a function of relevant solar wind parameters. As with Figure 1, we nor-229

malize jet distributions by the corresponding distribution for magnetosheath measure-230

ments, thus highlighting how typical upstream solar wind conditions for jet formation231

differ from the norm. Note that a similar analysis was performed by Plaschke et al. (2013).232

A crucial difference here, however, is that we restrict our analysis to only jets and mag-233

netosheath observations made near the bow shock (those with F > 0.75) so that po-234

tential differences in jet propagation probability do not influence conclusions on factors235

affecting jet formation.236

To be geoeffective, jets must interact with the magnetopause. It is therefore im-237

portant to determine why some jets are able to travel further than others, and, with a238

particular view to forecasting, what solar wind conditions lead to the formation of jets239

that are more likely to propagate through the magnetosheath and reach the magnetopause.240

We approach this problem via two analysis techniques, which are illustrated in Figure241

2 where we show a cartoon of the parameter space to be explored.242

If jet propagation depth is dependent on a particular solar wind parameter, we would243

expect to see a change in the distribution of this parameter during jet observations at244

different depths into the magnetosheath (different values of F ). Our first method for es-245

tablishing how the solar wind conditions affect jet propagation is, therefore, to compare246

the solar wind parameter probability distributions for newly formed jets close to bow shock247

(F > 0.75, the region highlighted in green in Figure 2), with jets observed reaching the248

magnetopause (F < 0.25, green). Differences between the two distributions may indi-249

cate that the solar wind quantity in question has an influence on the ability of a jet to250

propagate to the magnetopause.251

The second approach taken was to compare relative distance (F ) distributions (as252

in Figure 1) filtered by extreme values of each solar wind parameter. These can be in-253
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Figure 2. Cartoon of the parameter space explored to determine how solar wind conditions

affect jet propagation. In method 1, normalized probability distributions of solar wind quan-

tities are compared for near-bow shock (green region) and near-magnetopause (magenta) jets.

In method 2, normalized probability distributions in F are compared for high (orange) and low

(cyan) values of each solar wind quantity.

terpreted as the orange and cyan regions in Figure 2. Threshold values were chosen as254

those that best captured a difference in the two populations, without limiting to too few255

observations (i.e., without increasing the size of the error bars). As jet occurrence falls256

from the bow shock to the magnetopause, we expect most distributions to broadly fol-257

low this trend. A difference in gradient between the two distributions, however, implies258

that a solar wind quantity may influence expected jet propagation depth. If a particu-259

lar solar wind condition is highly favorable for jet survival, the flatter we expect its dis-260

tribution to be.261

3 Results262

3.1 Factors Affecting Jet Formation263

Figure 3 shows probability distributions for jet formation at the bow shock as a264

function of each solar wind parameter studied. As mentioned previously, these are com-265

parable with the analyses of Plaschke et al. (2013), except that we restrict to only jets266

and magnetosheath data recorded near the bow shock (F > 0.75) so as to isolate fac-267

tors affecting jet formation from other effects that may influence the likelihood of jet ob-268

servation. As in Figure 1, blue histograms represent raw jet observations and red his-269

tograms are the reference distributions for magnetosheath data. Green histograms (those270

with error bars) show the unbiased probability distributions.271

From the green curve in Figure 3a, we see that jet formation is highest during low272

IMF cone angle solar wind. This is in agreement with the findings of Plaschke et al. (2013)273

who, with their smaller data set, concluded that cone angle was the only strongly con-274

trolling factor, but noted weak dependencies on density and wind speed. We see solar275

wind speed (Figure 3b) to display an interesting bipolar signature, with an upward trend276

towards low speeds but an additional and significant peak around 600 km s−1. This pat-277

tern is not dissimilar to what was seen by Archer and Horbury (2013), particularly down-278

–8–
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Figure 3. Distributions of upstream solar wind conditions, illustrating how they affect the

probability of jets forming at the bow shock. Observations associated with jets are shown in blue,

magnetosheath reference distribution in red, and the normalized distributions (those with error

bars) in green. All observations are restricted to F > 0.75, i.e., near the bow shock, correspond-

ing to the green region of Figure 2. Solar wind quantities shown are: a) IMF cone angle; b) solar

wind speed; c) IMF magnitude; d) solar wind plasma beta (log scale); e) solar wind dynamic

pressure (log scale); f) solar wind Alfvén Mach number (log scale); g) solar wind density (log

scale).
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stream of the quasi-parallel shock. Low IMF |B| (Figure 3c), high β (Figure 3d), low dy-279

namic pressure (Figure 3e), and high Alfvén Mach number (Figure 3f), also appear to280

promote jet formation. From Figure 3g it does indeed appear that jets are more likely281

to form during low density wind, arguably displaying a more than minor dependence.282

The results for Alfvén Mach number and β are in agreement with the recent conclusions283

of Goncharov et al. (2020), though they found the opposite result for the IMF magni-284

tude. It should be noted, however, that their data set was significantly smaller (1,400285

jets) than this present study, and they did not distinguish between formation and prop-286

agation effects.287

3.2 Factors Affecting Jet Propagation288

Figure 4 shows the first technique used to determine the effect of solar wind con-289

ditions on jet propagation. The overlaid histograms show the distributions of solar wind290

parameters for jets observed close to the magnetopause (F < 0.25, magenta) of which291

there are 1,924, compared with jets observed near the bow shock (F > 0.75, green) of292

which there are 1,739. IMF cone angle (Figure 4a) appears to be a controlling factor for293

jet propagation, with jets observed near the magnetopause showing an even stronger pref-294

erence to occur during low cone angles than near-bow shock jets. Solar wind speed (Fig-295

ure 4b) shows a very clear split, with jets observed near the bow shock recording far slower296

upstream solar wind speeds than jets near the magnetopause, implying that jets formed297

during faster wind will be more likely to reach the magnetopause. The distributions in298

Figures 4c, 4d, 4f, and 4g, representing IMF magnitude, plasma beta, Alfvén Mach num-299

ber, and density, respectively, lie roughly on top of each other, overlapping in their er-300

ror bars and showing no clear skew. This suggests that, within uncertainty, they have301

no effect on jet propagation. Figure 4e, showing solar wind dynamic pressure, indicates302

that jets observed near the bow shock are generally formed of low dynamic pressure so-303

lar wind while jets at the magnetopause are formed from a range of dynamic pressures.304

This creates a separation in the upper region of the scale, suggesting that high dynamic305

pressure solar wind creates jets more likely to reach the magnetopause. This makes sense306

given the clear dependence on solar wind speed.307

Figure 5 shows jet F distributions separated by high and low values of each solar308

wind parameter, our second technique used to investigate jet propagation. The poten-309

tial factors identified in the previous subsection — low IMF cone angle (Figure 5a), high310

solar wind speed (Figure 5b), and dynamic pressure (Figure 5e) — all show clear con-311

firmation of their influence, with the two distributions showing clear separation. Figure312

5a provides a broader statistical backing for the assertion made by Goncharov et al. (2020)313

that jets propagate further into the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock.314

In addition, Figures 5c and 5d suggest that, according to this analysis technique, higher315

IMF |B| and low solar wind beta may in fact promote jet propagation. These factors did316

not produce a noticeable effect via the first technique. The solar wind density (Figure317

5g) does not show a clear effect.318

4 Discussion319

Thus far we have considered the solar wind control of jet formation and jet prop-320

agation separately. For example, we have seen that a low IMF magnitude is favorable321

for the creation of jets (Figure 3c), but also that a higher IMF magnitude increases the322

likelihood of a jet surviving from the bow shock to the magnetopause (Figure 5c). On323

first glance, these two statements may seem contradictory but it is in fact possible for324

a solar wind parameter to affect jet formation and propagation differently. However, our325

results so far give us no information as to the relative magnitudes of these effects, or which326

regime might dominate. To address this, we present Figure 6 which, like Figure 5, shows327

F distributions separated by high and low threshold values of each solar wind param-328
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Figure 4. Distributions of upstream solar wind properties for jets, separated by near-bow

shock (F > 0.75, green) and near-magnetopause (F < 0.25, magenta) jets. Distribution for all

F values shown with a black dotted line. a) IMF cone angle; b) solar wind speed; c) IMF mag-

nitude; d) solar wind plasma beta (log scale); e) solar wind dynamic pressure (log scale); f) solar

wind Alfvén Mach number (log scale); g) solar wind density (log scale).
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Figure 5. Normalized distributions of jet observation locations in model magnetosheath,

separated by high and low threshold values of upstream solar wind parameters. In each, orange

histograms are for jets observed with solar wind conditions above a high threshold, while cyan

distributions represent those below a low threshold. Unconstrained distributions shown with

a black dotted line. a) IMF cone angle; b) solar wind speed; c) IMF magnitude; d) solar wind

plasma beta; e) solar wind dynamic pressure; f) solar wind Alfvén Mach number; g) solar wind

density.
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eter. The key difference here, however, is that, instead of simply normalizing, we express329

histograms in units of jets observed per hour the spacecraft spent in the magnetosheath,330

within each F bin, under those solar wind conditions. This combines both formation and331

propagation effects, enabling us to extract the rates of jets reaching the magnetopause332

under different solar wind conditions. The dashed black curves show the F distributions333

unconstrained by solar wind conditions and are therefore representative of the black curve334

in Figure 1c (though with different binwidth). This allows us to see how each jet sub-335

set observed under constrained solar wind conditions compares to the general popula-336

tion, and the factors that most strongly contribute to the shape of the curve. Note also337

that by comparing the left side of each plot (in particular for 0.75 < F < 1) we can338

clearly see the factors influencing jet formation rates at the bow shock (as explored in339

Figure 3).340

The cyan histogram in Figure 6a, representing low cone angles, dwarfs its high cone341

angle counterpart throughout all regions of the magnetosheath showing that, as expected342

from the preceding results, jets are far more likely to reach the magnetopause under low343

cone angle solar wind than high cone angle solar wind. A similar, but not as strong, com-344

bined effect is seen for solar wind speed in Figure 6b. Quantities that display oppositely345

directed formation and propagation effects are particularly interesting. In Figure 6c we346

can see that for low IMF magnitude solar wind there are significantly more jets formed347

at the bow shock. However, due to the propagation effects described in Section 3.2, the348

observation rate falls far faster than the high IMF magnitude solar wind such that near349

the magnetopause the occurrence rate of jets formed from low IMF magnitude solar wind350

is only marginally higher than for high IMF magnitudes. This cancellation effect is even351

clearer in solar wind plasma beta (Figure 6d) and dynamic pressure (Figure 6g), and so352

both can be said to have no overall effect on the rate of jets reaching the magnetopause.353

In Table 2 we quantify these effects and give numerical comparisons of jet obser-354

vation rates at the magnetopause for high and low values of each solar wind parameter.355

These statistics are drawn from the difference in height of the 0 < F < 0.25 bars in356

each panel of Figure 6. Note that we do not place emphasis on the absolute values in357

jets per hour (though these can be read from Figure 6), as our selection criteria are such358

that smaller jets are more likely to be missed (Plaschke, Hietala, & Vörös, 2020), and359

our observation window is confined to the subsolar region. However, the relative obser-360

vation rates under different solar wind conditions give clear indicators as to what fac-361

tors are most relevant for magnetopause impacts. We therefore provide quantitative es-362

timates for how the changing solar wind conditions affect the likelihood of jets reaching363

the magnetopause. IMF cone angle is the strongest controlling factor overall, with nearly364

12 times as many jets expected to reach the magnetopause under low (< 30◦) angles365

than under high (> 60◦) angles. This factor is more extreme than the factor of 9 dis-366

parity in jet occurrence rate observed by Vuorinen et al. (2019) due to the compound-367

ing of formation and propagation effects. The next largest is solar wind speed, where we368

see 4.7 times as many jets in front of the magnetopause when the solar wind is fast (>369

600 km s−1) compared to when it is slow (< 400 km s−1). The influences of low IMF mag-370

nitude, high Alfvén Mach number, and low density are more minor in comparison but371

still notable, each making jet impacts approximately twice as likely as their opposite con-372

ditions. This analysis is somewhat sensitive to the exact values chosen to define ‘high’373

and ‘low’ thresholds, meaning that the values shown in the last column of Table 2 should374

only be taken as approximate indicators of the scale of each effect. The general conclu-375

sions, however, remain intact regardless of the choice of threshold values. The only pa-376

rameters examined in this study that show no clear net effect on the likelihood of jets377

reaching the magnetopause are the solar wind dynamic pressure and plasma beta.378

Our analysis is subject to some limitations and caveats. If jets are braked during379

propagation, they may be slowed to the point that they are no longer detectable via our380

jet selection criteria (that their earthward dynamic pressure exceeds half that of the pris-381
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Figure 6. Same format as Figure 5 except that distributions are not normalized and are in-

stead expressed in units of jets per hour per bin spent in the magnetosheath for each restricted

distribution, thus combining formation and propagation effects The net effect on the number

of jets reaching the magnetopause is calculated from the 0 < F < 0.25 column. a) IMF cone

angle; b) solar wind speed; c) IMF magnitude; d) solar wind plasma beta; e) solar wind dynamic

pressure; f) solar wind Alfvén Mach number; g) solar wind density.
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Table 2. Summary of effects of solar wind conditions on the numbers of jets expected to reach

the magnetopause.

Solar wind parameter High Low Influence on jets reaching magnetopause

Cone angle (◦) > 60 < 30 11.8 times more during low cone angle
Speed (km s −1) > 600 < 400 4.7 times more during high speed
IMF |B| (nT) > 6 < 3 1.6 times more during low |B|

Beta > 4 < 1 No net effect
Dynamic Pressure (nPa) > 4 < 2 No net effect

Alfvén Mach number > 16 < 6 2.2 times more during high Mach number
Density (cm−3) > 20 < 5 2.7 times more during low density

Note. All statistics derived from jet observations with 0 < F < 0.25, i.e., immediately
in front of the magnetopause. Threshold values are those used to define ‘high’ and ‘low’
populations in Figures 5 and 6.

tine solar wind). This, in part, may explain the drop-off that is seen in the black curves382

of Figure 1, potentially exaggerating the gradient if a number of weakened jets continue383

to propagate undetected. Similarly, Plaschke, Hietala, and Vörös (2020) suggested that384

jets can fragment into several smaller jets (or merge into larger ones) as they travel, chang-385

ing their cross-sectional areas, and thus the likelihood of being observed by a single space-386

craft. This raises questions about where is an appropriate level to set the detection thresh-387

old, i.e., how small or slow does a jet have to become before it is no longer considered388

a jet? While an interesting problem, we do not consider it an issue as the focus of this389

study is understanding the conditions most relevant for magnetopause impacts. We are,390

therefore, most interested in larger and faster jets observed near the magnetopause, i.e.,391

those with a greater chance of being geoeffective, which our selection criteria are most392

likely to capture. Note also that we do not observe jets actually impacting the magne-393

topause. However, we find it reasonable to assume that a jet observed immediately in394

front of the magnetopause will later go on to strike it. We propose that a dedicated study395

of magnetopause crossings should be performed to build a database of jet impacts and396

catalog their effects on the surrounding plasma environment.397

A potential explanation for higher solar wind dynamic pressures increasing the like-398

lihood of jets propagating far into the magnetosheath can be reached by considering jet399

travel times. Under high dynamic pressure conditions, the magnetosheath layer is com-400

pressed and thinned, decreasing the time taken for a jet to reach the magnetopause. Sim-401

ilarly, we see that higher solar wind speed creates faster jets (though this is, to an ex-402

tent, necessitated by our selection criteria), which are then able to reach the magnetopause403

in less time. This could lower the chance of a jet being broken up, though it is unlikely404

to be the only factor affecting the dissipation rate. Further study should, therefore, be405

conducted into how jets interact with instabilities and dissipation mechanisms.406

Many of the solar wind properties studied are related. Fast solar wind is generally407

expected to have a lower density and a more radial magnetic field (i.e., lower cone an-408

gle), though it is generally seen to have a lower Alfvén Mach number than slow solar wind409

(see, e.g, Ebert et al., 2009). As fast solar wind is seen at the equator more often in times410

near solar maximum (e.g., McComas et al., 2003) there may therefore be a solar cycle411

dependence for jets impacting the magnetopause. This may explain the differences be-412

tween the two data sets in terms of jet occurrence rates and distributions in F (i.e., be-413

tween Figure 1a and 1b), as the former was compiled around a deep solar minimum, while414

the latter included solar maximum.415
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Our results also suggest that it may be interesting to study magnetosheath jets as416

a response to extreme solar wind transients. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are typi-417

cally observed with higher speeds, densities, and magnetic field magnitudes than the am-418

bient solar wind at 1 AU (e.g., Kilpua et al., 2017). Based on our findings, CMEs may419

enhance the rates of jets reaching the magnetopause by virtue of their speed, though in-420

creased density may work to counteract this. Increased magnetic field strength may re-421

duce the absolute numbers of jets formed at the bow shock, but the likelihood of their422

survival to the magnetopause will be increased such that the rates of jets reaching the423

magnetopause are largely unaffected by the magnetic field magnitude itself. The poten-424

tial effects may even extend beyond those arising directly from the magnetic cloud it-425

self. Neugebauer et al. (1997) observed that extended periods of radial IMF often fol-426

low in the wake of a CME. This idea sets up an interesting scenario where jet produc-427

tion and propagation could be increased both during a CME impact and in the hours428

following it.429

Analysis by Turc et al. (2018, 2019) showed through global simulations and Clus-430

ter observations that a higher IMF |B| causes foreshock waves to move to smaller spa-431

tial scales, which in turn creates smaller ripples on the quasi-parallel bow shock, increas-432

ing the number of potential sites for jet formation. Our results appear in contradiction433

to this, where we see that higher magnetic field magnitudes actually decrease the like-434

lihood of jet formation (Figure 3c). However it may be the case that smaller ripples cre-435

ate more, but smaller, jets that are less likely to be detected by a single spacecraft. More436

targeted research into the effects of CMEs on magnetosheath jets is needed. Naturally,437

this also applies to other solar wind transients such as stream interaction regions (SIRs)438

and corotating interaction regions (CIRs) that present increased speeds and so would439

also be expected to have an effect on the rate of jet production and propagation (Jian440

et al., 2006).441

5 Summary and Conclusion442

Using a new database of 13,096 jets seen by the THEMIS spacecraft from 2008 to443

2018 we have performed statistical analysis to determine how upstream solar wind con-444

ditions (obtained from OMNI) affect the likelihood of jets forming at the bow shock and445

then propagating to the magnetopause without dissipating. We find that a number of446

parameters increase the likelihood of jets forming at the bow shock, the most favorable447

conditions being: low IMF cone angle, solar wind speeds of ∼ 300 km s−1 or ∼ 600 km s−1,448

low IMF magnitude, high beta, low dynamic pressure, high Alfvén Mach number, and449

low density. We find that once jets are formed at the bow shock, their likelihood of sur-450

viving throughout propagation to the magnetopause is also controlled by the upstream451

solar wind conditions. The conditions most favorable for this are: low IMF cone angle,452

high solar wind speed, high IMF magnitude, low beta, and high dynamic pressure. Com-453

bining these two effects, we find that higher numbers of jets reach, and therefore likely454

impact, the magnetopause when the solar wind exhibits a low IMF cone angle, high wind455

speed, high Alfvén Mach number, and low density. Solar wind beta and dynamic pres-456

sure display no net effect on the rates of jets reaching the magnetopause.457

It is notable that several of these properties are associated with fast solar wind and458

extreme solar wind transient events, and therefore may be modulated by the solar cy-459

cle. Under these solar wind conditions the highest impact rates of jets on the magnetopause460

are expected, increasing the likelihood of them affecting magnetospheric dynamics and461

potentially inducing space weather effects. Many opportunities for future work are ap-462

parent. We suggest a targeted study on the relation of jets and solar wind transients be463

performed, as well as further investigation into the properties of near-magnetopause jets464

and their interactions with the magnetopause. We hope that these findings will provide465

a useful step towards eventual space weather forecasting regimes whereby we will be able466
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to predict the inner-magnetosphere effects of magnetosheath jets purely from measure-467

ments of the solar wind upstream of the bow shock.468
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